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PODCAST 1 _ HuL (GERMANY) 
 
Hello, welcome to the SoEngage Plus project, an Erasmus+ project funded by the European 
Commission. The overall objective of SoEngage Plus is to help farmers to learn about and 
participate in Social Farming and to promote its social services for the economic benefit and 
sustainability of the farm and the rural community.  
 
We want to motivate farmers to act successfully in this niche to provide added value for 
participants and rural society. 
 
My name is Johannes Dreer, I am CEO of Hof und Leben GmbH and I welcome you all to the 
podcast nr. 1 of the SoEngage Plus project. 
 
Today we will have a conversation with an outstanding expert in Social Farming about the 
present and the future of farmers in relation to Social Farming in Germany. 
 
Good morning, Viktoria – we are living very close to each other, but it took us up to 2017 to meet 
each other in Göttingen, 600km away from our region.  
One of our topics we discuss a lot is Social Farming. You are an outstanding expert very well 
linked in the network and engaged in Social Farming on national and international level. 
I am looking forward to our interview today. Welcome! 
 
VIKTORIA – Good morning, Johannes! 
 
Viktoria, I will guide through our talk, and want to tease out some answers to questions in this 
niche of farming. 
 
Agreed! 
 
Viktoria, how did you get in touch with Social Farming? 
 
My first experiences of Social Farming go back to my childhood. Within my village and in 
further farms I made experience of people with limitations finding a place to work and to live 
on the farm and being cared for as elderly. 
Then I went to the ministry of agriculture ans led the section of diversification of income. 
Within this role I got in touch with Thomas van Elsen from university of Kassel and with Mr. 
Limbrunner. The term of coial farming was “created”. I followed the idea of social farming 
within my position in the ministry. 
 
How would you describe your further experiences in social farming? 
 
In 2014 I was leading a study on Bavarian level to find out how many farms are already 
engaged in Social farming. Additional question was, if there is a chance to create added value 
and additional income for farmers. Result was, that – yes – there exist farms and social service 
providers already and that there exists potential for additional income.  
A big interest to exchange and for network was identified. 
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What are the advantages of social farming? Could you describe the three most important ones? 
 
Main advantage is the social structure on a family farm. You have a family, you have soil, you 
have animals. You have basics for life which are necessary for all human beings and for people 
with need for support even more.  
There is an excellent book by Mr. Limbrunner – who sadly passed away already -: it is named 
“Boden unter den Füßen” – soil beyond your feet. A grounded person has more 
selfconfidence, more quality in life and knows about priorities 
 
Is this now the success of social farming or a recipe for success? 
 
Yes, it would be a recipe for success. But of course you need to know that if a family farm 
decides to engage in the niche of Social famring they need to invest a lot of money and time 
and they need the social competence, sympathy and empathy. 
This huge effort does not seem to be fully honored today in an adequate manner. 
Social Service and agriculture have to come together and enable win-win-situations. 
It is possible to offer a participant a nice place to be or to work, together with added value for 
whole society and the farmer himself.  
 
How important do you consider Social farming as a pillar for sustainable rural development if 
we talk about therapy, care, cure, etc.? 
 
There is a huge potential in rural regions. There are existing farms which are very interested. 
At the same time social farming is not very well known in whole society – be it farmers or 
social services who do not know the concept very well. Politicians from agriculture do not 
know from politicians from health sector and vice versa. It needs a lot of work for making 
social farming better known. 
 
How o you see reactions of farmers, social service providers or politicians? If you talk to them 
about social farming: how do they react? 
 
My experience is that it is very individual. First you have your integration service. Depending 
on this first institution social farming gets a first step in the door or not. For elderly as well, 
social farming has an offer. The elderly want to stay in their region. In social policy it is mainly 
thought about housing for elderly within a complex in rural area. Farming is not in the center 
of this discussion. Even if there are nice options for full care or day care on farms. 
Sometimes farmers are not seen as professional providers. 
 
Is there a chance for farmers to act professionally as entrepreneur in there? 
Taking a look to generational change and succession on farm isn’t it that social farming may be 
established with a lot of heart blood? Is it easy or challenging? 
 
My experience is: if there is an idea for social farming, with children, with handicapped, with 
elderly. There maybe the idea of the farmers wife. It is very important that the whole family 
would support the idea and the implementation. Even more if the social farming is taking place 
whole day or even over night. 
One farmer once told me, that social farming will only work if all family members feel well with 
the additional persons being on the farm. 
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Economically speaking: with huge effort in investment we have a big risk to make a bad 
investment? 
 
Yes, I completely agree. Within EIP-Agri we were checking economic data of social farming. We 
took a focus on the cost of animals acting in social farming as well as on additional needs for 
assurance. There is a remarkable scale in costs which leads to the result that only 10 days of 
opening the doors will not secure a return on investment. Within the survey we saw a realistic 
number of 40 to 50 events per year to talk about a real return. 
 
In our short briefing before the interview today you told me about a kindergarten with inclusion 
in Northern Bavaria. You looked very happy talking about this farm. Would you want to describe 
that to the listeners? 
 
Within EIP-Agri we had various examples. The kindergarten with inclusion offers 2.000 square 
meter of high safety standard in the middle of the farm. The children are close to the animals, 
to the plants, and once a week they go to the forest. Each child has one square meter to care 
for himself from seeding over managing to harvesting. All on their own or altogether. There 
are very nice social effects. The initiator is curative education teacher. She cooperates with a 
social service provider. She is employed and the farmer himself receives a monthly rate for 
the place, and as well for the management of the garden. It is great added value for the region 
and as well interesting for the farm. 
 
Sounds like it is possible to get soil beyond your feet in social farming. 
 
Yes. I am fascinated how the children were working on their square meter, and how they 
explained me the kind of culture or crop. There is even given information to the children that 
this single square meter could be sufficient to feed whole worlds’ population. 
There is a focus on ethics and values which is transported in excellent way to the children. 
 
You see how much the ethics on world level is linked to soil. 
 
Exactly. Further example with two farms. A place to work for people with limitations, one on 
a dairy farm and one on a crop farm. The participants are employed in the workshop for 
disabled, they have their insurance and everything, and they are able to work on the farm. All 
based on the cooperation of the farmer with the service provider. 
There is incredible development and a massive special knowledge of the participants, for 
instance in the milking parlour and its technology as well as in questions of health of the 
animals – may it be udder or claws. All resulting in increasing performance and health of the 
cows as well as increased quality of milk. Phenomenal! 
 
A very positive example which could trigger politics or administration to move forward in this 
niche. Is there something worth to mention? 
 
For instance our interview right now. We need to speak out about this niche. I am in touch 
with the ministry and Bavarian television. I speak with political representatives on Bavarian 
level to enable more cooperation between ministries of agriculture as well as health. 
 
Very good. To wrap this interview up – Viktoria, could you give a recommendation to 
entrepreneurs or farmers who are willing to engage in Social Farming? 
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Like I already mentioned: There exist good ideas! Once the idea is there I recommend to seek 
for very broad available information in this specific niche. May it be in the Internet or with 
regional actors, or regional agricultural administration, who are enabling networks. Or Hof 
und Leben as well can share experience already from national and international level. Some 
other countries seem further developed in Social Farming already. I would mention Ireland, 
Denmark or Italy. To share experiences on European level would be great and necessary. 
Partwise we managed to do that within IALB. But a really structured exchange of experience 
did not take place up to now. 
 
Yes, these are important plans for the future and next steps. 
 
Lets see. When you have an idea then seek for information. Seek for consulting. And seek for 
qualification. Then you will get clarity about what is necessary. Is there some market entry, is 
there some political support, or is it just the personal initiative? Is the whole family prepared 
and willing? You need a SWOT analysis and a clear business plan including economic 
calculations of input and output. It is not recommendable to work only for common interest. 
It is necessary to generate an income for the farmer himself as well. 
 
Viktoria, thank you very much for this exchange, for sharing your great knowledge and 
experience with me and the listeners following this podcast! 
 
That's it for this first episode! 
 
Thank you for listening to the SOENGAGE PLUS podcast and remember, if you want to be part 
of this project follow us on www.SoEngage-plus.eu 
 
From my part I thank you very much as well. I hope in this way as well we are able to support 
Social Farming in broader public. Thank you! 
 
Great! Same wishes! All the best to you, Viktoria! 
 
 
 
 

http://www.soengage-plus.eu/

